
FALLEN CITY ROLEPLAYING
Rules

BACKGROUND: Fallen City is actually a massive world city, 
thousands of miles long, that covers an entire small planet. 
The planet, Cedent (see-dent), is covered with the 
glittering of millions of lights. Population is impossible 
to keep track of, as every day thousands die while thousands 
more are born. The factors on the world make it impossible 
for it to become overpopulated, normally a heavy burden to 
the ruling powers. However, due to the mass of buildings and 
millions of people, Fallen City has one of the highest crime 
rates, death rates, and suicide rates in the nearby star 
systems. The engineers of this massive city forsaw this, 
they even warned the ruling powers, but still the city was 
built. Knowing of the high crime to come, the engineers 
built a whole sector devoted to prisons and execution 
houses. The ruling powers did take one step, to their 
credit, and that was to amass a law enforcement agency as 
massive as any offworld army. There are several sections of 
the agency, but the overall system is called System Guardian 
Angel (SGA). Some of the subsectors include the specialized 
and highly trained new shift flesh compu-live (subsector 
Advanced Task Assembly Unit), the deadly assassins 
(subsector Black Watch), the human conscription agents 
(subsector Final Wall), which includes the most people in 
the whole SGA agency. The Final Wall are the common troops, 
sent in first and always. The Black Watch are for special 
tasks only, mainly utilizing their deadly training in 
executing enemy rebellion leaders or protecting important 
ruling powers. The Advanced Task Assembly Unit (ATAU, ah-
tae-ooh) are the specialized troops, the last resort. They 
keep the worst of Fallen City from the common day civilian. 
Rebellion and terrorist factions hate them the most, and are 
doing everything in their power to destroy the subsection 
ATAU. The world is relatively clean and organized. Each 
section of the world is divided into 'sectors', areas with 
distinct qualities. Some sectors are extremely run down, 
others are totally devoted to prisons, while some are 
paradise areas reserved for the wealthiest of Fallen City. 



In the year 3018, many advancements to technology helped 
keep the smog and pollution to a minimum, global warming has 
been neutralized due to weather screens, even the 
destruction of the ozone layer did not affect the city, for 
generators that composed ozone were created at the north, 
south, east, and west of the city. One enigmatic science 
remains undiscovered, one that has been toyed with since the 
21st century. Genetics. Now it is called Power Genetics, for 
anyone who controls the knowledge of genetics instantly has 
power, perhaps even more so than the ruling powers. At the 
north of the planet is the large Sunfire Palace, home to the 
ruling powers and every high ranking officer in Fallen City. 
It is nearly impossible to destroy, and no one has yet been 
assassinated inside the building. The Sunfire Palace has not 
even been threatened, as most other sectors have, which is 
surprising considering the number of active terrorists. The 
common citizen hardly notices the crime and horrible 
conditions of certain sectors, most of it is kept to the 
back streets and under propaganda control of the Final Wall 
or ATAU. Offworld travel is not possible, for a ship to 
leave the ozone generators would have to be shut down, 
instantly burning everyone alive in the city. Mire is the 
currency used by the SGA, but not by the common people. 
Civilizans will deal using Credits, immaterial things that 
can only be accessed through the banks. Mire can be used 
with the commong people, but it will make the user noticed, 
as it is very rare among the civilizans. Mire is actually 
more of a blood or soul money than any material thing. It 
can be used to grant abilities to clones and cyborgs, or can 
be used as money. Mire is the basis for the creation of 
every cyborg and clone, and it powers many machines. When 
someone dies, their soul releases a sticky residue, known as 
U-Mire (short for Unformatted Mire). When collected, this 
liquid can be transferred into an aqua colored, unmarked 
coin, or can be transferred to a cyborg or clone, forming 
Mire. The base of U-Mire is life force, and so a certain 
amount of Mire is put into every cyborg created, every clone 
that is made. This gives them a personality that may have 
come from several other deceased people. There is no way to 
access your own U-Mire, a being must be totally dead and his 
soul departed for U-Mire to appear. Scientists can combine 
certain U-Mire to create a chosen personality. They could 
combine three criminals, one psycho, one serial killer, and 
two thugs to make a very evil person. Basically U-Mire is 
what scientists substitue for Power Genetics. Until that 
technology is discovered, U-Mire, Mire, cyborgs and clones 
will continue to be common place among the higher class. 



Cloning is illegal, and participating in such actions, even 
knowing a location of a cloning pit or cloning bath and not 
speaking off it is considered a crime. Clones are rare, but 
they are not unheard of. Clones are very limited in what 
they can do within Fallen City. To do something as simple as 
riding a city transit vehicle (CTV) they must use a 
printscan as a means of transfering credits and information. 
As clones are unregistered, this makes it very hard for them 
to pass even the simplest of checks such as this. Most of 
them stay to the run down sectors, preying on the weak as 
criminals and thugs.

ABBREVIATIONS:

Advanced Task Assembly Unit: ATAU
U-Mire: Unformatted Mire (uM xxx)
Mire: M xxx
System Guardian Angel: SGA
Final Wall: FW
Black Watch: BW
New Shift Flesh Compu-Live: CL
Strength: S
Agility: A
Endurance: E
Intelligence (Main): IM
Intelligence (Reasoning): Ir
Intelligence (Engineering): Ie
Intelligence (Human Psych): Ih
Intelligence (Artistic): Ia
Ranged Hit Chance: RHC
Close Combat Hit Chance: CHC
Hitpoints: HP
Experience: XP
Credits: xxx cc
Inner Mire Enhancements: IME
Earshot (implant): ES type

CHARACTERS: Characters are limited to the ATAU subsection, 
for that offers the greatest number of options and the story 
is centered around the ATAU. Below is a section that shows 
how to create a character, and some ideas for character 
background and goals.
DIGIT CODE:This is the model number and beginning character 
name of the CL. This number is plasma burned onto the back 
of the neck and right wrist of the CL. It can be a maximum 
of 4 digits and no more than 3 digits can be the same. 
Restricted to 1 to 0 only, no special characters can be 



used.

Main Statistics Line:
Strength:This statistic is the physical and mental strength 
of a CL
(S) Primary: close combat (bonus damage, bonus CHC), bonus 
hitpoints, mental strength 
(S) Secondary: use of large weapons, lifting objects
Agility: This statistic is the reflexes and speed of a CL
(A) Primary: affects base AC, affects normal movement
(A) Secondary: affects ability to aim with weapons, affects 
number of attacks, how well a physical activity can be 
performed
Endurance:This is the constitution and ability to live of a 
CL
(E) Primary: base hitpoints, affects number of actions 
allowed
(E) Secondary: running speed, bonus time running, how long a 
physical activity can be maintained
Intelligence:There are many different subsections of main 
Intelligence, all of which combine to make up the total 
Intelligence value of a CL
(IM) Primary: 
(IM) Secondary:

Reasoning (Ir): answering difficult questions, 
calculations, plans of action

Engineering (Ie): use of complicated weapons, machines, 
and advanced technology

Human Psych (Ih): inner mind reserves, ability to 
ignore CL half and focus on U-Mire part 

Artistic(Ia): ability to express oneself through 
speech, literature, art, getting your point across

Calculating Main Statistics Line:To calculate the CLs 
statistics, a series of dice rolls will be made. Follow the 
steps below to complete the main statistic block. 
(1): Roll a dice according to the range of stats, and apply 
the result to the correct statistic line. Distribute Main 
Intelligence points among the 4 subsections of Intelligence. 
The points do not have to be distributed equally, but they 
must total the Main Intelligence. 
S- 10-18 (D8) A- 12-16 (D4) E- 10-16 (D6) IM- 20-26 (D6) 
(2): Next, calculate between 6-10 (D4) points. These are the 
number of extra points that can be distributed to the main 
statistics. They can be placed in any of the statistics 
lines, and they do not have to be evenly distributed. If any 
points are placed in the 4 subsections of Main Intelligence 



then increase the overall Main Intelligence by the 
corresponding number of points. 
(3): To begin with, each main statistic line (excluding Main 
Intelligence) cannot be increased above 30. Once Level 2+ is 
attained, there is no upper limit to the number of points a 
main statistics line can have. 

Main Statistic Dependant Abilities: Below is a number of 
abilities that are calculated once the main statistics are 
decided upon. 

       Close Combat:  
Close Combat Base Hit Chance (as Level): 
lvl.1: 20
lvl.2-10: 25
lvl.11-20: 30
lvl.21-30: ,etc. (max 500)
Close Combat Bonus Hit Chance: for every 5 points above 
Strength 40, this value is +1 (max +20) 
Close Combat Bonus Damage: 
Strength 0-20: -1
Strength 21-30: +1
Strength +10: +1 (maximum +15)
Close Combat Unarmed Base Damage: Strength/5 = dice (so 25S 
= D5, always round down, D4)
       Ranged Attacks:  
Base Ranged Hit Chance (as Level): 
lvl.1-5: 15
lvl.6-10: 20
lvl.11-15: 25
lvl.16-20: 30
lvl.21-25: ,etc. (max 500)
Ranged Bonus Hit Chance: for every 10 points above Agility 
60, this value is +1 (max +25)
Bonus Ranged Hit Chance (Steady): Agility 30+ at lvl.1 = +5

Hitpoints: 
Base Hitpoints: HP = Endurance -2/lvl. (so a lvl.10 CL 
w/Endurance 65 would have HP = 45) 
Bonus Hitpoints: Endurance 25+ at lvl.1 = +1, for every 10 
points above Strength 45 this value is +2 (max +12)
       Movement:  
Normal Speed: Agility/10+1 = normal speed
Bonus Normal Speed: if Agility 100+, then normal speed = 
Agility/9+1
Running Speed: normal speed x 5 = running speed
Running Time: Endurance = running time (in secs.)
       Armor Class:  



Base Armor Class (as Level): base AC = lvl.+1 
Bonus Armor Class: 
Agility 0-10: -5
Agility 11-25: +0
Agility 26-40: +1
Agility 41-45: +2
Agility +20: +1 (max +90)   
       Mire:  
Base Inner Mire Reserves: lvl.1-50: inner mire reserves = 
Human Psych -1/lvl. lvl.51+ inner mire reserves = Human 
Psych -3/lvl. 
Bonus Inner Mire Reserves: 
Strength 0-20: +0
Strength 21-35: +1
Strength +20: +1 (maximum +25)
Inner Mire Personality: D% = 1-40%: chaotic 41-100%: lawful
Inner Mire Communication Level: 
lvl.1: unable
lvl.2-30: +1 (chaotic), +2 (lawful)
lvl.31+: +1 / 20 lvl. 
       Carrying Scores:  
Lift Weight: Strength x 5 = lift weight
Throw Weight: Strength x 3 = throw weight
Carry Weight: 

Light: = Strength x 2
Medium: = Strength x 3
Heavy: = Strength x 6
Overburden: = Strength x 10+

       Skills:   
Base Skills (as Level): lvl.1 = 1 skill, +40 lvl. = 1 skill 
(so a lvl.120 CL would have 4 skills)
Bonus Skills: +1 skill/100 points in any one main statistics 
line (max +3)
       Misc:  
Chance of Calculation Error: - Reasoning Intelligence = chance of 
calculation error (min 5%)
Mental Strength: lvl.1: = Strength, lvl.2+: = Strength/5
Base Number of Attacks (as Level): lvl.1-5: base attacks = 
lvl. lvl.6+: base attacks = 5
Bonus Number of Attacks: bonus attacks = +1/100 Agility (max 
+3)
Actions/Turn: 
lvl.1: 15
lvl.2: 16
lvl.3: 17
lvl.4: 18
lvl.5: ,etc. (max 60)



Endurance Test Bonus: endurance test bonus = +6/100 
Endurance
Agility Test Bonus: agility test bonus = +4/100 Agility, 
Technology Level: technology level = lvl./4 (so a lvl.24 CL 
would have technology level 6), (max 20 technology level)
Speech Bonus: +1/5 Artistic Intelligence

Character Details, Background, and Goals:

       Physical Characteristics:   Choose the following for your 
character.
Gender: M/F
Skin Color: (listed as light -> dark): Fair, Light, Light 
Tan, Light Brown, Tan, Dark Tan, Brown, Dark Brown, Other
Hair Color: any
Eye Color: any
Height: cannot be taller than 6'8", no shorter than 5'2"
Weight: any
Exposed Compu-Live: any exposed parts of the compu-live, 
such as wires or metal that has rubbed through the skin, 
etc.
Clothing: any, clothing the character wears outside of their 
duty 

Mental Characteristics: Here is where you get to state 
how the CL character will act under varying circumstances, 
listed below.
Anger: how will the CL act when they are angry or there is 
anger around them
Stress: what will the CL do when they are stressed out or 
are surrounded by stress
Despair: how will the CL act if they are feeling sad and 
hopeless, or are surrounded by such emotions
Happiness: what will the CL do when they are happy or 
surrounded by happiness or joy
Loneliness: how will the CL act when they are lonely (a very 
common emotion among the CL)
Fear: what will the CL do when they are fearful, or are 
surrounded by fear
Other: any other emotions the CL may encounter
Goals: Have the player of the CL character describe what 
they want their character to turn out like. Maybe they wish 
to have their character overcome the CL part of their mind 
and focus more on the U-Mire inside. Or perhaps the CL 
wishes to quit the ATAU and start a 'normal' life. Some 
goals can be more short term and focused, such as aquiring a 
specific skill or item, or killing a certain foe.
       Background:  Have the CL player write a short paragraph 



on how their character came to their current job, who they 
were created by, any significant events that have happened 
in their lives, and other important information that has 
shaped the CL into what they are today.

SKILLS: 

If the CL chooses a skill, they cannot use the opposite 
skill section of the tree. For example if a CL chose Ranged 
Weapon 1a, they could never again use 2a, 2b, 2c, or 2d. 
They are now on the path of 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d. Using skills 
in one section (Ranged Weapons, Close Combat, etc.) do not 
affect other sections (so by using Ranged Weapon 1a, the CL 
could still use Close Combat 2a).

RANGED WEAPON:
1a: +5-9 RHC
1b: Ignore minor modifier to hit
1c: +10 RHC
1d: +1 attack (ranged weapon only)

2a: Cannot have a critical miss with a ranged weapon
2b: +1 damage to ranged weapon for each attack
2c: +5 actions (for use with ranged weapon only)
2d: Critical Hit does x4 damage instead of x2

CLOSE COMBAT:
1a: Cannot have a critical miss in close combat
1b: Attacking from higher ground +15, Attacking from behind 
+30
1c: +5 CHC
1d: +10 CHC

2a: Running into combat +0, Opponent in any degree of cover 
-1
2b: Critical Hit does x3 damage instead of x2
2c: +2 total damage in close combat
2d: Cannot be hit with a ranged weapon while in close combat

MOVEMENT:
1a: Heavy Terrain -1, Critical Terrain -1, Unpassable 
Terrain -4
1b: +1" of normal movement
1c: +1" of normal movement

2a: Beneficial Terrain +3, Light Terrain +1
2b: Running x6 instead of x5



2c: 1" of movement = 1 action instead of 2

MAIN STATISTICS LINE:
1a: +1 Strength
1b: +D4 Hitpoints

2a: +2 Agility
2b: +4 Agility

3a: +2 Endurance
3b: +D4 actions

4a: +1 Main Intelligence
4b: +3 to one of the 4 subsctions of Main Intelligence

INNER MIRE:
1a: +D4 Inner Mire points
1b: Can increase IME range or duration by +1 at the cost of 
2 Inner Mire points

2a: Can use IMEs that are up to 3 levels higher
2b: -1 actions to activate all IME (minimum 1 action)

MIRE: When a person is slain, their departing soul leaves 
behind the sticky U-Mire substance. Below is information on 
how this can be transmuted into several different forms. In 
addition there is a section based on the uses of Inner Mire 
(U-Mire which has been implanted in the CL) and information 
on communication with Inner Mire.
 
Transmuting U-Mire: U-Mire can be changed into several 
forms, including a currency, experience, and inner mire. To 
do this the CL must collect the U-Mire from freshly slain 
bodies and take it to a Transmutation Lab. Here, a scientist 
will transmute the U-Mire into any of its various forms, 
detailed below. U-Mire can be transmuted into many different 
types of Mire, even if it is from the same body. Such 
scientists can be anyone anywhere, many such Transmutation 
Labs are set up across Fallen City. They charge a small 5 
credit fee for every 100 U-Mire transmuted. 
Mire Currency: U-Mire can be transmuted into unmarked, 
circular, aqua colored coins on a 1:1 basis. These coins are 
normally used by backalley dealers, criminals, and SGA 
members, basically anyone involved in the crime war may have 
access to Mire. The coins are easily recognizable and draw 
immediete attention to anyone who uses them.
Inner Mire: U-Mire can be transmuted into Inner Mire storage 



points at a rate of 2:1. Inner Mire is used to enhance 
specific qualities of a CL by charging their limbs or minds 
with life force. 
Experience: U-Mire can be transmuted into experience points 
for the CL at a rate of 1:1. This method aside, the only 
other way to gain experience is through completing goals.

Inner Mire Enhancements: Below is a list of all available 
Inner Mire Enhancements (IME). No line of sight is necessary 
to the target for any IME. Each of the below abilities is 
listed in a template form. A description of the template is 
provided below.
Template:
IME Name: The name of the current IME. 
Level: This is the level that the CL must be to access the 
current IME.
Actions: This is the number of actions that the IME uses to 
activate.
Inner Mire Usage: The number of Inner Mire points that 
activating the IME will use.
Range: The range of the IME. If the range is 'CL' then the 
IME affects the CL who activated it.
Duration: The duration for which the current IME is in play 
after activation. 
Effects: The actual effects of the IME.

Level 1: Minor Repair, Focused Inner Mire Blast, Hurtling 
Jump/Run, Increase Range, Bonus Attacks.

IME:

IME Name: Minor Repair
Level: 1
Actions: 5
Inner Mire Usage: 4
Range: CL
Duration: Instant
Effects: Repairs the CL of D4+1hp of damage

IME Name: Light Repair
Level: 5
Actions: 5
Inner Mire Usage: 6
Range: CL
Duration: Instant
Effects: Repairs CL of D8+1hp of damage



IME Name: Medium Repair
Level: 7
Actions: 8
Inner Mire Usage: 6
Range: CL or 2"
Duration: Instant
Effects: Repairs CL or another target of 6-10hp of damage

IME Name: Heavy Repair
Level: 8
Actions: 8
Inner Mire Usage: 10
Range: CL or 3"
Duration: Instant
Effects: Repairs CL or another target of 10-18hp of damage

IME Name: Entire Repair
Level: 25
Actions: 12
Inner Mire Usage: 15
Range: CL or 6"
Duration: 2 turns
Effects: Repairs CL or another target of all damage for its 
duration

IME Name: Main Statistic Line Enhancement
Level: 3
Actions: 8
Inner Mire Usage: 2
Range: CL
Duration: 5 turns
Effects: The CL can grant a one time bonus of +30 to one of 
the main statistics (excluding Main Intelligence). This 
bonus stays in effect until the duration ends or the CL 
suffers damage to that main statistic.

IME Name: Focused Inner Mire Blast
Level: 1
Actions: 1
Inner Mire Usage: 5 (4" range), 7 (5" range)
Range: 4" or 5" (see below)
Duration: Instant
Effects: The CL can use either 5 Inner Mire points for a 4" 
range, or 7 Inner Mire points for a 5" range. The target 
that is hit suffers D10hp of damage from the blast.

IME Name: Inner Mire Blast



Level: 2
Actions: 2
Inner Mire Usage: 6
Range: 6"
Duration: Instant
Effects: The CL who activates this IME must select a main 
target for the IME. All enemy targets within 2" of that 
original target suffer D8hp of damage. The main target 
suffers 2D10+1 damage from the blast.

IME Name: Sap U-Mire
Level: 9
Actions: 12
Inner Mire Usage: 16
Range: 10"
Duration: Instant
Effects: The CL can sap the U-Mire from a target. The target 
suffers D4hp of damage, and the CL immedietly gains half of 
the targets available U-Mire

IME Name: Lesser Object Manipulation
Level: 18
Actions: 8
Inner Mire Usage: 10
Range: 8"
Duration: Instant
Effects: The CL can manipulate an object half their current 
weight and no larger than their height. The object can be 
thrown, dropped, imploded, anything possible as long as the 
object remains within the range the entire time. 

IME Name: Major Object Manipulation
Level: 36
Actions: 14
Inner Mire Usage: 18
Range: 13"
Duration: Instant
Effects: The CL can manipulate an object up to 1 ton and no 
larger than 20 feet. The object can be thrown, dropped, 
imploded, anything possible as long as the object remains 
within the range the entire time. 

IME Name: Focused Inner Mire Burst
Level: 15
Actions: 10
Inner Mire Usage: 8
Range: 6"



Duration: Instant
Effects: The target must roll a D4 when this IME is 
activated. See below for details on the effects based on the 
result of the dice roll.
1- 8D10 damage
2- 40 damage
3- 50 damage
4- 60 damage

IME Name: Inner Mire Burst
Level: 18
Actions: 12
Inner Mire Usage: 12
Range: 8"
Duration: Instant
Effects: The CL who activates this IME must select a main 
target. All additional enemy targets within 4" of the 
original target take 3D12hp of damage. The main target 
suffers 2D20+8hp of damage.

IME Name: Control Soul
Level: 12
Actions: 10
Inner Mire Usage: 6
Range: 6"
Duration: 4 turns
Effects: One target within the range is brought under 
control of the CL. They may not force the controlled target 
to attack their comrades, and the controlled target will 
never intentionally damage itself (such as shooting itself, 
although it could be pushed in front of a car). The CL can 
expend 1 Inner Mire point each turn to control the target, 
otherwise the controlled target breaks free of the IME. 

IME Name: Form Inner Mire
Level: 22
Actions: 12
Inner Mire Usage: 8
Range: 15"
Duration: 1 turn
Effects: When activated, a huge green lion mouth springs to 
life within the range of the IME. All targets within 2" of 
the creation must compare Mental Strength with the CL who 
activated the IME. If the CL has the higher Mental Strength 
then the target suffers D4hp of damage and can do nothing 
for the duration of the IME. All attacks against a helpless 
target such as this automatically hit. If the target has a 



higher Mental Strength then the CL suffers 1-2hp of damage 
and the target can act freely.

IME Name: Hurtling Jump/Run
Level: 1
Actions: 3
Inner Mire Usage: 4
Range: CL
Duration: 3 turns
Effects: The CL can make a jump up to 100 feet (using no 
actions) or can run for x8 of their normal movement (costing 
1 action). If neither of the actions are done within the 
duration, the CL that activated the IME suffers 1hp of 
damage. Only one of the actions can be done, then the 
duration expires.

IME Name: Inner Mire Repair
Level: 3
Actions: 7
Inner Mire Usage: 6 
Range: CL
Duration: Instant
Effects: All statistic damage or reductions to the CL are 
repaired, as well as 1-2hp of damage. 

IME Name: Fist of Inner Mire
Level: 90
Actions: 20
Inner Mire Usage: 20 (1 turn duration), 30 (2 turn 
duration), 40 (3 turn duration), All (10 turn duration)
Range: CL 
Duration: 1 or 2 or 3 or 10 (see below)
Effects: When activated the CLs fists become globes of pure 
life force. All unarmed attacks in close combat do D8+60 
damage and hit at a +10 CHC bonus. Once the duration ends 
the CL who activated the IME suffers 5D4hp of damage.

IME Name: Mindburn
Level: 75
Actions: All  
Inner Mire Usage: 35
Range: 17"
Duration: Instant
Effects: One target within the range of the IME has their 
Main Intelligence and all 4 subsections reduced to 0, 
turning their brain to jelly. The target suffers damage 
equal to his Main Intelligence score x5 (IMx5) and can do 



nothing at all until 1 day has passed. All attacks against a 
target such as this immedietly kill the target.

IME Name: Damage Metal
Level: 4
Actions: 10
Inner Mire Usage: 5
Range: 7"
Duration: Instant
Effects: One metal target (such as a hover vehicle, another 
CL, a building) immedietly take D12+1hp of damage. If this 
IME is used on a non-metal target then the CL that activated 
it loses D8 Inner Mire points, and suffers D4+1hp of damage.

IME Name: Increase Range
Level: 1
Actions: 2
Inner Mire Usage: 3 (1 turn duration), 6 (3 turn duration)
Range: CL
Duration: 1 or 3 (see below)
Effects: When activated one of the CLs weapons gains 
additional range. For the duration of the IME, all attacks 
from the enhanced weapon have a +8" range and a +3 RHC 
bonus.

IME Name: Bonus Attacks
Level: 1
Actions: 6
Inner Mire Usage: 5
Range: CL
Duration: 1 turn
Effects: For one round of attacks the CL can double their 
attacks with either a ranged weapon or a close combat 
attack.

IME Name: Power Charge
Level: 2
Actions: 2
Inner Mire Usage: 6
Range: CL
Duration: 1 turn
Effects: When activated the CL can charge into close combat 
with the nearest foe, up to a maximum charge distance of 
15". No obstacles reduce the CLs speed, and when they reach 
the target they gain a +25 bonus to their CHC for the first 
round of close combat.



IME Name: Improved Vision
Level: 6
Actions: 3
Inner Mire Usage: 7
Range: CL
Duration: 3 turns
Effects: The CL that activates this IME immedietly gains a 
+10 RHC bonus. This bonus increases at a rate of +5/turn 
until the duration of the IME ends (at which point the total 
RHC bonus would be +25)

IME Name: Traverse Sector
Level: 42
Actions: 25
Inner Mire Usage: 10
Range: CL and 1"
Duration: Instant
Effects: The CL and all targets within 1" shift into U-Mire 
form and slip into nearby wires and electrical conduits, 
rematerializing at the entrance to any sector (excluding the 
Palace or Higher sectors).

IME Name: Access Technology
Level: 9
Actions: 7
Inner Mire Usage: 7
Range: 5"
Duration: 2 turns
Effects: The CL who activates this IME can access any 
technological device, such as a high level computer of 
advanced code system. They can use the device for the 
duration of the IME, achieving whatever is possible before 
they lose the IME abilities.

IME Name: Sting of the Wyvern
Level: 100
Actions: All
Inner Mire Usage: All
Range: 30"
Duration: Instant
Effects: When activated, the CL immedietly loses all of 
their Inner Mire points and can do nothing else for their 
entire turn. One target within the range of the spell must 
roll a D12. On a roll of 12 the IME does not affect them, 
and instead the CL that activated it takes D8hp of damage. 
On a result of 1-11 the target immedietly suffers 145hp of 
damage and is poisoned (even if they are normally immune to 



poison). The poison will damage the target an additional 
30hp of damage at the beginning of each turn until the 
target is killed, Inner Mire Repair is activated on the 
poisoned target, or the CL that activated the spell releases 
the poison. 

MOVEMENT: During play, it will be necessary for the CL 
character to move around Fallen City. This section covers 
movement during combat and on the board (see Travel section 
below for information on overmap travel). 

Normal Movement: This is the base speed of a CL when they 
are on the board. It can be affected based on the ground 
they are crossing, as well as many other factors. Normal 
Movement is measured in inches ("). 1 inch of normal 
movement takes 2 actions. After a normal movement a CL can 
face any direction. Below is a list of the factors that 
reduce or increase movement, from the greatest increase to 
the greatest decrease.
Beneficial Terrain:+1 speed (roadway, flat unobstructed 
ground)
Light Terrain:+0 speed (flat ground with a small amount of 
rubble, a studded metal causeway)
Medium Terrain: -1 speed (slight unobstructed incline, very 
obstructed flat terrain)
Heavy Terrain: -2 speed (a ruined building, train tracks, a 
steep, but not totally vertical, incline)
Critical Terrain: -3 speed (any vertical surface, completely 
obscured flat or slightly inclined ground)
Unpassable Terrain:-6 speed (any obstructed vertical 
surface, a sheer cliff with no handholds)
Treacherous Terrain: -2 speed and -2 Agility test (a 
slippery sewer causeway, climbing a fence). This terrain is 
applied to anything that would require skill to cross, not 
just sheer speed. 

Running Movement:This is normal movement multiplied by 5. A 
CL can run for a limited time (in seconds) based on their 
endurance. While running a CL has a +10 bonus to AC against 
ranged attacks, but they take all Treacherous Terrain 
Agility tests at a -4 and cannot cross Heavy, Critical or 
Unpassable terrain. A running CL has a +3 speed bonus on 
Beneficial Terrain. If a CL moves into close combat from a 
run, they recieve a -5 penalty on their CHC for the first 
turn of combat. A running CL can do no other actions, such 
as making a ranged attack or entering a vehicle, they can 
only move. An inch of running movement takes 1 action. The 



CL always faces directly ahead after a running movement.  

CLOSE COMBAT: A CL can engage an enemy in close combat, 
meaning they are adjacent to their intended target. 

Close Combat Hit Chance: Close combat is carried out 
slightly differently than ranged attacks. The CL will strike 
the target during their turn, rolling a single hit roll for 
every attack they have. Next, the enemy will roll a hit roll 
for every attack they have. The total of all the thrown hit 
rolls by each combatant are compared. A hit roll is a D20, 
with the CL's CHC added to this. Whoever has the higher 
total value has won the combat. The winner of the close 
combat will then do damage with either they unarmed damage, 
or with a close combat weapon. (So if a CL with 4 attacks 
and CHC 10, and their opponent with 3 attacks and CHC 12 met 
in close combat, the CL would roll 4 hit rolls (4D20+40) for 
their 4 attacks, and the enemy would roll 3 hit rolls 
(3D20+36) for their 3 attacks. The total would be taken, and 
whoever has the higher value then rolls their damage against 
the opponent). Subtract the targets AC from all totals of 
each attack value. 
Close Combat Hit Chance Modifiers: 

Opponent in any degree of cover: -5
Attacker on higher ground: +10
Attacker attacking opponents back: +25, -10 (to opponents 
hit roll)
Running into close combat:-5

Firing into Close Combat: Anyone can fire into a close 
combat, although there is a chance that one of the 
combatants will be hit. The shooter will make a hit roll 
against their chosen target. If it hits, there is a 50% 
chance that another target is hit instead of the intended 
combatant. If the shot misses, there is a 65% chance that 
another combatant will be hit. Randomize these hits between 
the different combatants, as long as the shooter has a line 
of sight to them. 

Critical Hit: If a CL or opponent defeats their enemies 
total hit roll by 50 or more, then a critical hit has been 
scored. All damage is maximized and doubled (so a weapon 
that does D6 damage will do 12 damage).
 
Critical Miss: If the total of all the hit rolls equals 10 
or less, then the attacker has critically missed their 



target. This means that they lose 1 attack from their next 
round of close combat. 

RANGED ATTACK: 
A CL can make one or several ranged attacks, based on many 
factors. Depending on the situation, their RHC will be 
lowered or raised. 

Number of Ranged Attacks:Each ranged attack uses up a number 
seconds and 1 attack. Once a CL is out of actions (based in 
seconds) or attacks, they cannot make anymore ranged 
attacks. 
For example, a CL may be firing an 18mm Pistol at a nearby 
target. There are no penalties to their RHC. They have 3 
attacks and 25 actions. To fire a pistol it takes 4 actions. 
So they could fire the pistol 3 times (using up their 3 
attacks) and costing 12 actions, leaving them with 13. 
Normally they could have fired the pistol 6 times, using 24 
actions, but they are restricted by their number of attacks.

Choosing a Target:A CL can fire at targets only within the 
range of their current weapon. They cannot fire if they have 
made a running movement in the same turn. A CL can see 360 
degress around them, but they can only fire in the front 90 
degree arc. A CL can turn to face any direction on the spot 
at the cost of 1 action. 

Ranged Hit Chance Variables:Once a target has been chosen, 
the CL may fire. Based on the variables below, subtract or 
add to the RHC of the CL. For the base RHC, a CL must 
subtract the targets AC from their ranged hit chance, 
summarized below. (So, if a CL was firing an 18mm Pistol 
with 3 attacks, and RHC 25, against a target 25% in cover, 
the CL would have a new chance of 20. They would roll a D100 
3 times for each attack, and each time a result was equal to 
or below 20 the attack would hit). There is always a 5% 
chance to hit a target or be hit by a target. 
CLs RHC - Targets AC = new RHC
There is always a 5% chance to hit a target, no matter what 
the variables reduce the RHC to. 
Minor Modifier:-5 RHC: Any amount of target is in cover, 
target has run this turn
Small Modifier:-10 RHC: 25% of the target is in cover 
Medium Modifier: -10 RHC -1 attack: Half the target is in 
cover 
Heavy Modifier: -15 RHC -2 attacks: 75% of the target is in 
cover



Critical Modifier:RHC/2 -3 attacks: 95% of target is in 
cover 

Critical Hit:If a ranged attack is a roll of 1 on the D100 
then the CL can make any remaining amount of shots, based on 
either attacks or actions, whichever is higher. This removes 
the restriction of attacks/actions from a CLs shooting. In 
addition, all damage done is maxed out and then doubled (so 
a ranged weapon that does D6 damage will do 12 damage/shot).
 
Critical Miss:If an RHC roll is more than 50 above the 
required amount to hit (such as an RHC of 20 and a roll of 
70) or a roll of 100, the CL has had a critical miss. This 
means that the CL takes the minimum damage from their weapon 
multiplied by their attacks (so if a CL firing a ranged 
weapon that does D8+1 damage and they have 3 attacks, they 
would suffer 6 damage from the critical miss).   

Reloading a Ranged Weapon:A ranged weapon must be reloaded 
after every battle. There are different types of ammo, and 
each type will work in different weapons. If the CL cannot 
reload the weapon after the battle (due to lack of the 
correct ammo) then that weapon cannot be used at all in any 
battle until it has been reloaded.

TRAVEL: During the course of a game, the CL may wish to 
travel between sectors. Anything movement larger than on 
board movement is considered overmap travelling. There are 
many methods to reach other locations, each taking a 
different amount of time. Below is a list of overmap travel 
methods, ordered from slowest to fastest.
Walking: hour = 5 miles, greatest chance of events
Running: hour = 6 miles (at least 60 minutes of running time required)
Personal Hover Vehicle (PHV): hour = 35 miles
Hover Relocation Vehicle (HRV): hour = 55 miles, 4-10cc/1h
City Transit Vehicle (CTV): 1 hour = 60 miles, 6cc/1h
Passenger Aircraft: hour = 120 miles, 75cc/1h, no chance of events
Single Aircraft: 1 hour = 135 miles, 90cc/1h, no chance of events
Highway Speeder: hour = 250 miles, 160cc/1h

Events: For every hour of overmap travel that a CL 
undergoes, roll once on the table below to see if a random 
event takes place. If the percentage roll is successful, 
roll once on the events table to see what happens to the CL. 
An Enemy Encounter could be a threat of mugging, a riot, 
etc., while a Friendly Encounter could be finding someone 
knowing information surrounding the CLs current missions, 



will help the CL in some way, or a helpful area/location 
(such as a weapon shop), etc.
CL in SGA uniform: -5% chance
Night Time: +10% chance
Day Time: -5% chance
Walking: +10% chance
Highway Speeder: -20% chance
Running: +5% chance

SECTOR
Palace: 25%      
Higher: 18%
Entrance: 12%
Military: 10%
Lower: 35%
Slums: 65%
Market: 25%

EVENTS
1-2 Enemy Encounter
3- Friendly Encounter
4- Special Encounter

SECTORS: There are 6 main sectors in Fallen City, and the CL 
can travel to any of them. (See below in the Misc. section 
for information on their beginning sectors). There is a huge 
amount of locations in each sectors, and because of that 
only brief, vague outlines of each sector have been given. 
As the CL travels around, write down the locations they go 
to, so these places will be there for the next person 
travelling through. The closer a sector is to the Sunfire 
Palace, the greater its wealth, power, and buildings will 
be. Sectors to the far south of Fallen City will often be 
the worst on the whole planet, and are called the lower and 
slum sectors. A sector is roughly 100 miles long and wide, 
and is a vague square shape. The sectors are listed below 
from most desireable to least desireable.
 

Palace Sectors
Palace 1-2:The Sunfire Palace and all its extensions are 
located here, as well as the best houses and facilities in 
all of Fallen City. The wealthiest and most protected 
civilians and officials live and work here. 
Market 1:The finest market in Fallen City. It carries the 
most exotic weapons and all the high class toys.
Military 5:This is the location of the Black Watch and a 
section of the Final Wall.



Higher Sectors
Higher 1-4:Close to the Sunfire Palace, wealthy merchants 
who could not quite afford the Palace sectors live here. 
Some places in the Higher Sectors have been so glorified 
that they are more desireable than some parts of the Palace 
sector.
Market 2:The largest market in Fallen City. Rows of vendors 
selling thousands of goods to millions of customers. 
Military 6-7:Several outposts of SGA are spread around the 
Higher Sectors, ensuring the safety of all the citizens. 
They keep theft at the Market 2 sector to a minimum.

Entrance Sectors
Entrance 1-3: These sectors combine into one massive wall 
that is located near the lower third of Fallen City. It 
controls the flow of traffic from the Lower and Slum sectors 
to the northern sectors. Normally a fee is charged for 
passing through the massive gates, and most southern 
citizens must exit the northern sectors after a limited 
time. 
Military 8:This is the main stronghold of the ATAU, as they 
guard the Entrance sectors. Any disruption is quickly 
silenced by the guarding ATAU, and it is nearly impossible 
to sneak into the northern sectors.

Military Sectors
Military 1-4:Located near the Entrance sectors, most 
southern civilians must pass through the mainstay of 
Military sectors to reach the Entrance sectors. This is 
where the weapons and equipment of SGA is kept. A main 
highway leads through the area, and it is strictly guarded 
to make sure no one strays into the secret facilities 
beyond.

Lower Sectors
Lower 1-9:This is where the lower class lives, working in 
the main industries and production facilities. Most of the 
pollution is in this area, due to the high number of 
industrialized sectors.
Market 3-4:Two medium sized markets carrying lower quality 
weapons. Most illegal substances and items can be found in 
the Market 4 sector, where SGA has the least power and 
control.
Military 9: This is the fortified stronghold of the Final 
Wall. A small contigent of Black Watch are kept on hand in 
the case of an emergency. Keeps orderly patrols and enforces 
a curfew on all the lower citizens.

Slums
Slums 1-15: No law rules over these polluted sectors. They 
are the trash dump and wasteland of Fallen City, and no one 



with more than a few credits can be found here. Due to the 
high toxicity of the waste disposed here, mutants are not 
uncommon. Everything illegal can be found in the Slums, and 
many higher class citizens may travel here simply to let go 
of their common day life. No one is remembered for more than 
a day in the Slums, and establishing anything firm and 
lasting is nearly impossible. 
Market 5: The most lawless sector in all of Fallen City. It 
is directly to the south of Sunfire Palace, and the center 
of the market is the exact opposite to the location of the 
Sunfire Palace. The market sells anything imaginable, things 
that most higher class citizens would grow sick to hear 
about. Flesh doctors work continuously on unwilling 
patients. Drugs, slaves, prostitutes, gang wars, all the 
mistakes of past generations dwell here.

MISC: starting equipment, beginning mission

Recharging: Once a day, a CL must spend some down time, 
shutting off their system and consuming recharging energy. 
To do this, they must shut down their system (leaving them 
helpless) for 1 hour. If they do not comply with this 
requirement, they will suffer 80hp of damage every hour 
until they recharge. This damage cannot be repaired, and the 
CL will only recover the lost hitpoints when they shut down. 
If a CL shutdowns when required 20-30hp will be repaired 
automatically, and all main statistic damage is healed by 4-
8 points. In addition, the CL must consume a Recharge Pack 
during their shut down time. This fusion box is connected to 
the CL through various wires, and one Recharge Pack is 
consumed every time the CL shuts down. A CL can shut down 
their system a maximum of 3 times per day.  

Time: There are 14 hours in a day. Hour 1-6 is night time, 
and hour 7-14 is day time. There are 85 days in a year, and 
10 years is a called a Section. CLs do not age, and their 
processors will last for 100 years/10 Sections. At the end 
of this time their system shuts down forever and their 
manufactured skin corrodes away. 

Experience and Levels: A CL can transmute U-Mire into 
experience (explained in detail above). Whenever a CL 
amasses 100 points of experience, they have achieved a level 
up. There is no upper limit to the number of levels a CL can 
achieve. It is not possible for a CL to achieve more than a 
single level up every day, even if the experience is 
available. At Level 1 a CL is considered to have 100 XP, and 



to get to the next level (2) they will need an additional 
100 points for a total of 200 XP. A CL can only store a 
maximum of 80000 XP in their system. Below is a list of the 
effects of a level up:

·+1 to all main statistics line 
·additional +5 points to one main statistics line / 10 
levels

·as well see the Character Creation section for additional 
information on increases.

Allies and Squads: When working for ATAU, the CL may have 
allies or squad members with them. Squad members are most 
likely Final Wall soldiers under the CLs command, while 
allies could be Black Watch or other CL. A CL may never have 
more than 5 allies and 10 squad members. Most CLs prefer to 
work alone unless it is absolutely necessary for others to 
help. 

Starting Location: A CL character can begin in any of the 
following sectors:
Slums 1-15, Lower Sectors 1-9, Military Sectors 1-4 & 9
They begin with a small two room apartment in any building 
the CL chooses. The SGA funds the CLs home, and so they do 
not have to pay any sort of money to keep the location. The 
ATAU find it necessary to spread out their agents, ensuring 
that headquarters is not one large target that could end the 
ATAU, that it is nearly impossible to kill every member of 
the ATAU, and so there is always a CL close to a trouble 
spot, lowering the dispatch time. 

Rounding Decimals: Always round decimals down, even if the 
tenth place is 0.5 or above. 

Beginning Mission: The CLs start with the equipment listed 
below. Later they can purchase more as they defeat more 
enemies and amass more Credits. Their beginning mission, and 
all missions to follow, are presented in the format below.

Mission Name: Earshot Raid
Mission Codename: "Deaf and Drugless"
Agency: ATAU
Participants: CL (character)
Location: Lower 2
Objectives: The CL will be dropped off at Lower 1, and they 
must work their way into Lower 2 unnoticed. They are to hit 
a ES warehouse on the outskirts of Lower 2, Address 58372 
(Docks). The warehouse may be guarded lightly. The CL must 



infiltrate the warehouse (intel report: ground, 3 basement 
floors) and reach the lowest floor, with as little violence 
as possible. Once there, their target is Jia Ching, a 
Japanese ES dealer just into his twenties (intel report: 
male, pink hair, chameleon jacket, dark blue eyes, glasses, 
5'6"). Destroy all ES found. Once he is killed the CL must 
exit the warehouse, covering all evidence of their passing. 
It is to be a clean assualt, with as little attention as 
possible from the media. A car (intel report: ATAU vehicle, 
black, Angle 90 mk.3, two female drivers) will pick up the 
CL and return them to Military 9 for a full debriefing.
Goals: 
-Address 58372 warehouse
-Infiltrate
-Kill Jia Ching
-Destroy ES implants
-Rendevous w/ ATAU vehicle
-Debrief: Military 9
Time/Completion Date: Three days from recieving this notice
Reward: The CL who completes this task will be rewarded with 
better equipment and status, as they have now proven 
themselves able enough to be trusted with more expensive 
gear.
 


